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Dear distinguished colleagues,
I hope and wish that all of you and your families are safe 
and healthy. Please follow the Corona guidelines as the 
devil is still around. Several PhDs have been awarded 
during this quarter. I would like to congratulate all the 
PhD recipients and wish them success in their future 
endeavors.  It is heartening to see that there has been 
growth in the number of student chapters of IGS. Another 
Student Chapter under the affiliations of the IGS Raipur 
chapter was inaugurated at Bhilai Institute of Technology 
(BIT) Raipur on 8th July 2021 on the Foundation Day of 
the IGS Raipur Chapter.  IGS local chapters have taken 
definite steps to engage students in geotechnical activity 
promotion. A short course on “Soil Exploration” was 
designed and conducted by Student Chapter Activities and 
Continuing Education Sub-committee (SC: 7) of IGS for 
the benefit of student members during the months of July-
August, 2021. An overwhelming response was received 
during the registration period. About 2100 students, 
young engineers, and professionals have registered for 
this course, and about 500 delegates have participated 
in each expert lecture. Each lecture was organized by 
IGS Sub-committee (SC-7) in association with different 
student chapters of the IGS Guntur, IGS Hyderabad, IGS 
Jabalpur, IGS Roorkee, IGS Surat, IGS Suratkal, IGS 
Tirupati, and IGS Trichy Chapters. SC-7 has planned 
to organize the next short course on Pile Foundations 
during January-February, 2022. Student Competitions in 
Geotechnical Engineering are also proposed. 
In a view to have interactions with the professional 
societies related to geotechnical engineering, IGS 
supported the 7th International Conference on “Recent 
Advances in Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering 
and Soil Dynamics” organized by the Indian Society of 
Earthquake Technology, held online during July 12-15, 
2021. Most of the members of IGS actively participated 
in the organization of the conference.
The IGS local chapters have been very active and 
conducted many activities during this quarter. On behalf 
of IGS, I wish to thank IGS chapters in Aurangabad, 
Baroda, Chennai, Coimbatore Guntur, Jabalpur, Kanpur, 
Kochi, Mumbai, Pune, Raipur, Thanjavur, Trichy, 
Vellore and Warangal for conducting webinars on varied 
subjects that are relevant to academics and practice. 
The recent calamities in Kerala, Himachal Pradesh and 
Uttarakhand caused massive destruction. The climate 

change is being considered as one of the reasons. The 
area being interdisciplinary involving geology, hydrology 
and geotechnical engineering, there is a need to organize 
activities by IGS local chapters to address the local 
geotechnical engineering issues. The engineers and 
academicians should think in the direction of developing 
out of box solutions to mitigate these problems.
The IGS-Ferroco Terzaghi Oration-2020 has been postponed 
due to COVID 19 pandemic. IGS Mumbai Chapter has 
proposed to hold both the orations, namely, IFTO-2020 
and IFTO-2022, together at same time in the year 2022 in 
physical mode.
We are looking forward to the most awaited Eighth 
Indian Young Geotechnical Engineers Conference 2021 
(8IYGEC 2021) at Chennai during October 21-23, 2021. 
The response of the young professionals to the conference 
is very encouraging. 
The mega event of the IGS, the Indian Geotechnical 
Conference will be held at NIT Trichy during December 16-
18, 2021. The preparations are in full swing. It is expected 
that many experts from India and abroad, delegates, 
professionals and students will participate and make the 
event a grand success. 
The ICSMGE Conference has also been postponed due 
to COVID 19 pandemic and will be held from May 1-6, 
2022. 31 full length papers have been submitted by the 
authors from India. All the papers have been reviewed by 
experts and the comments, if any, have been informed to 
the authors. I expect that most of the authors attend this 
conference. I wish that members of the TCs will make efforts 
in promoting exchange of knowledge at international level. 
In addition to activities organised by IGS Chapters, 
initiatives were taken at international level to improve co-
operation among geotechnical professionals. I am happy to 
inform you that Indo-Brazilian MoU has been signed. We 
are looking forward for future collaboration programs with 
Brazilian Society.
 I thank all colleagues of IGS Executive Committee and 
members of different Sub Committees (SCs), IGS office 
and many other experts for the contributions, cooperation 
and guidance in the mission of IGS for their whole hearted 
co-operation and support for all these activities.
Wishing you all a safe and healthy festive season. Wish you 
all Happy Deepawali.

Prof. N.K. Samadhiya

Editorial Board Members:
Dr. Ravi Sankar Jakka•	
Dr. A.P. Singh•	
Dr. Jimmy Thomas•	
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1.0 Introduction
One of the hydro projects of NTPC in the Bilaspur district of 
Himachal Pradesh, involved the construction of an earth and 
rock-fill dam of 167 m height and crest width of 14 m including 
top width of the clay core of 4.60 m.  The dam crest has been 
designed considering the structure’s requirements and the 
geological features of the valley. A geotextile was to be installed 
covering the upper portion of the core over a height of 1.5 m. 
As per design, concrete pre-cast elements were to be installed 
along the centre of the crest over geotextile. At Upstream and 
downstream of the clay core, the geotextile was to be overlaid 
with a layer of fine sand filter and then a layer of coarse sand 
filter, each 50 cm thick. Roads of 3.50 m width were to be 
built on either side of the concrete pre-cast elements for safe 
movement of vehicles. Between the road and the upstream 

Challenges and Strategies in Execution of Concrete 
Element at the Crest of an Earth and Rockfill Dam

edge of the crest, rip-rap made of concrete was to be installed 
over a height of about 2 m. Whereas between the road and the 
downstream edge of the crest, rip-rap made of concrete was to 
be installed over a height of about 1 m. Cross- drains also were 
also to be installed in the rip-rap made of concrete.

2.0 Concrete element at the crest of Dam
The pre-cast concrete elements were of reinforced concrete 
(M25) of size 3 m x 1.2 m x 1.0 m, weighing approximately 
9 tonnes each and having interlocking arrangement with  200 
mm deep key. A clearance of 10 mm in between two precast 
elements were provided to allow movement of concrete 
elements during settlement of dam. The typical section at the 
dam crest and details of precast concrete elements are shown in 
following figures 1 and 2.

V. K. Mauriya, Dy. General Manager (PE-Civil)
EOC, NTPC Ltd. (Govt of India E/P)

Fig 1. Typical section at crest of Dam

Fig 2. Plan and section of pre-cast concrete elements
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3.0 Challenges in execution of pre-cast concrete  
 elements
Due to typical shape with heavy weight, difficulties were faced 
in handling and placing of pre-cast elements in the constrained 
working conditions. Additionally, following difficulties were 
faced in the execution of pre-cast concrete elements.
a) Placement of precast blocks would require high level of 

precision for the interlocking arrangement, which may 
damage the edges of precast blocks.

b) The clearance of 10 mm in between two precast elements 
was too small to enable proper installation.

c) There was high probability of rupture of underlying 
geotextile during placement of precast elements. Further, 
in the event of damage to geotextile, the replacement of 
the same was very difficult.

d) The movement of cranes and dumpers on the placed 
precast block (width 3.0m) was practically very difficult. 
It was risky also from the safety point of view considering 
the constraint of width available at top.

e) The frequent movement of dumpers and cranes on 
upstream and downstream would increase the chance of 
contamination of adjacent executed filter layers. It will 
also affect its post compaction relative density value. 
Further, the width available excluding filters on upstream 
and downstream side for maneuvering of crane (6.0 m 
width) was inadequate.

In view of the above constraints and difficulties, an alternative 
arrangement with suitable  construction techniques was explored.

4.0 Alternatives techniques
4.1	 Modification	in	arrangement	of	concrete	element

As per original arrangement, the pre-cast concrete elements 
with trench were to be provided in center at the crest of Main 
Dam. The trench in the precast elements at the crest of Dam 
is envisaged for carrying the cables for 3 Strong Motion 
Accelerographs (SMA) & some other instrumentation cables. 
The option of removing the trench from this segment and 
routing of the instrumentation cables through the upstream or 
downstream edges of dam crest road along with power cables 
with suitable provisions was considered.

4.2	 Modification	in	method	of	construction

As an alternative to the envisaged precast concrete elements at 

Fig	3.	Modified	section	at	crest	of	Dam

the center of dam crest, the feasibility of cast in-situ construction 
was explored. The required function could be achieved by cast 
in-situ concrete blocks by suitable sizing of blocks and alternate 
casting. This would further ease the construction complexity 
and substantially reduce execution time. However, there were 
some apprehensions that activities of in-situ construction viz. 
shuttering, reinforcement placement, concrete pouring, curing 
of concrete etc may disturb and contaminate the clay and filter 
layers placed in the dam body. Moreover, following benefits of 
in-situ construction was observed.
a) There would be no movement of cranes or dumpers on 

the cast in-situ block area as the concreting shall be done 
by the concrete pump only. Therefore, any disturbances 
to the compacted clay core material due to various 
activities in installation of precast concrete elements 
would be eliminated as the movement of dumpers 
and cranes would be restricted to the platform made 
for concrete pump, which would be covered suitably 
by using protective sheets to avoid contamination at 
platform area. The platform would be at suitable distance 
away from clay core and filter area.

b) As there would be restricted movement of transit mixture 
only, that too beyond the filter area, which would thereby 
reduce the contamination of filter material. Moreover, 
this would also not affect post compaction relative 
density value.

c) There would be no placement problem as the casting will 
be done at site with precise quality control.

d) Chances of rupture of Geotextile would be avoided in 
cast in-situ blocks.

e) The execution of cast in-situ blocks would be faster than 
the precast blocks as itwould   be cast from both the 
banks simultaneously.

f) A protective sheet would be used for guarding clay and 
filters while curing of cast  in-situ blocks.

5.0	 Modified	arrangement	of	concrete	element
Considering the area constraint and other practical difficulties, 
the shape and size of precast concrete element was modified. 
The originally envisaged cable trench at center was eliminated 
with other alternate cable routing from downstream side. The 
modified section at the dam crest and modified precast elements 
are shown in following figures 3 & 4.
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6.0 Alternative construction methodology
The detailed construction methodology was formulated 
including the actual position(s) of the concrete pump, concrete 
delivery trucks, unloading and storage of materials and other 
workspaces required for the execution of the in-situ construction 
work. The concerns raised about in-situ construction were duly 
addressed in the finalised methodology as below.
a) Prior to start of cast in-situ operation, an adequate 

platform on the right bank has to be prepared with the 
placement of precast concrete blocks, filling upstream 
and downstream of the blocks with the appropriate 
materials.

b) Vertical joints shall be 10 mm (minimum) and 20mm 
(maximum). Material used in keeping the joints shall 
be compressible and securely fixed onto the previously 
concreted blocks.

c) For concrete delivery, concrete pump was used and 
positioned on top of the executed concrete blocks.

d) Placement of a metal bund under the concrete pump to 
retain all spillage during concrete operation and during 
cleaning of the pump after concrete operation.

e) Provide protective sheets at every connecting joints of 
the delivery pipe to collect any leakages during and after 
concrete operation.

f) No washing of concrete delivery trucks on the dam 
crest.

g) Additional protective measures with adequate tarpaulin/
plastic sheets around the concreting area and regular 
cleaning and housekeeping after each operation.

h) Precautions during curing of cast in-situ concrete blocks 
to avoid contamination/enhanced moisture content of the 
compacted clay core material.

i) Preventive measures to overcome contamination of filter 
materials while placing the concrete from the truck mixer 
and also during curing.

j) The formwork installation with utmost precision to avoid 
collapsing of the formwork while pouring and vibrating 
the fresh concrete. Further, anchoring of the formwork is 
avoided in the clay core so as to overcome the problem 
of puncturing the geotextile and plastic sheets.

7.0 Execution techniques
The concrete element dimensions were 3.0m x1.2mx1.0m with 
a weight of 8.7 tons each. Total 383 pieces of concrete elements 
of grade M25 to be executed. Total quantity of concrete was 
approximately 1380 cum. The Geotextile Tuflex (260gsm) 
was used for covering the underlying portion of clay core. The 
geotextile was overlapped by minimum 300 mm. Initially, precast 
concrete elements were placed and subsequently due to area 
constraint and other practical difficulties, in-situ construction 
was finalised with detailed construction methodology. The 
adopted methodology describes the procedures and techniques 
for sustainable construction of concrete elements at crest of 
dam.
7.1 Execution of precast concrete elements
In this technique, installation of 32 precast concrete elements 
(nos 1 to 32) starting from right bank platform was executed. 
The joint between concrete elements was approximately 10mm 
to 20 mm(maximum). The precast concrete elements were 
placed using a heavy-duty backhoe after having transported 
the precast concrete elements to the dam site using a trailer 
and subsequently by dumpers. Following figure 5 indicates 
the placement technique adopted in precast concrete elements 
installation.

Fig 5. Placement technique adopted in precast concrete installation

Fig	4.	Modified	Plan	and	sectional	view	of	pre-cast	concrete	elements
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7.2 Execution of in-situ concrete element
In this technique, construction of 351 (nos 33 to 383) concrete 
blocks were cast in-situ, alternately from both the banks 
simultaneously. Polyfoam of thickness 10 mm or 20 mm was 

used for the gap between two concrete blocks during in-situ 
construction. Following figure 6 & 7 indicates one set of casting 
of in-situ concrete blocks. Further, figure 8 & 9 indicates 
alternate set of casting of in-situ concrete blocks.

Fig	6.	Plan	view	of	one	set	of	casting	of	in-situ	concrete	blocks

Fig	7.	Section	A-A	of	one	set	of	casting	of	in-situ	concrete	blocks

Fig	8.	Plan	view	of	alternate	set	of	casting	of	in-situ	concrete	blocks
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Fig	10.	In-situ	construction	of	concrete	blocks	at	dam	crest Fig	11.	Dam	crest	with	foundation	layers	of	road	over	concrete	elements

Fig	9.	Section	C-C	of	alternate	set	of	casting	of	in-situ	concrete	blocks

With the sustainable construction techniques including detailed 
construction methodology, the execution of concrete element 
at the crest of dam was successfully completed within the 
scheduled time. The actual in-situ construction of concrete 
blocks at dam crest is shown in following figure 10. The finished 
surface of dam crest with foundation layers of road over the 
concrete elements is shown in following figure 11.

8.0 Conclusions
The original construction method of placing precast concrete 
blocks was modified with considerable simplification in the 
shape of the blocks and by constructing about 90 % of the 
blocks using cast in-situ technique.  During actual execution 
of concrete elements over the dam crest, posed challenges were 
overcome by adopting appropriate precautions as described in 
detail, without affecting the scheduled completion. With the 
adopted alternative methodology and techniques, execution of 
concrete elements at dam crest was successfully completed and 
the dam is presently under successful operation.
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ü Indian Geotechnical Journal is being published in 6 issues from 2019.  
 February-April-June-August-October-December. 

ü Cover page of the Indian Geotechnical Journal has changed.

IMPORtANt NEwS
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Summary of Ph.D ThESES

      title of thesis: Consolidation by Dissipating Radial Seepage Flow using  
Prefabricated Vertical Geodrain - Reinforced Clay Beds

Name of the Student: Dr. Ruchi Pankaj Shrivastava
Supervisor: Dr. A.V. Shroff  and Dr. Sweta Dave
Department & Institute: Gujarat Technological University, Ahmedabad, Gujarat 

SuMMARy:  The improvement of soft clay by primitive method of sand drain is extended to PVD (Pre-fabricated Vertical 
Geodrain). In this context, the present investigation provides economical materials for fabrication of vertical geo-drain, comfortable 
operational procedure, effective results of improving the bearing capacity and relative cost-effective solutions for spacing and 
patterns of drain. Theme of the research work comprise of consolidation of soft clay by radial drainage through  radial seepage using 
PVD considering the effect of drain materials, aspect ratio, size of zone of influence (“n”&“Z” value) and strength of consolidated 
soil mass along with theoretical simulation using Barron’s theory for radial flow with plain strain condition and assessment of 
error in theoretical and experimental time factor by regression analysis along with effect of shape, area and height on consolidation 
parameter “Cv” by ANOVA method. Modern modified Rowe type hydraulically pressurized Oedometer is developed.

title of thesis: Studies on the Behaviour of Pervious Concrete Column Improved  
Ground Subjected to Static Shear and Seismic Load

Name of Student:  Dr. Rashma R.S.V.
Supervisor: Prof. B.R. Jayalekshmi and Prof. R. Shivashankar
Department  & Institute: Department of Civil Engineering, National Institute of Technology  

Karnataka (NITK)

SuMMARy: The shear and seismic performance of pervious concrete column inclusions in lieu of conventional stone column 
inclusions in original ground were addressed in the study. In the first part, the shearing resistances of pervious concrete column 
improved ground vis-à-vis ordinary stone column improved ground under static shear loading conditions were assessed. Numerical 
analyses were carried out by simulating direct shear test model and large shear test model using ABAQUS software. The ultimate 
shear strength of pervious concrete column improved ground is found to be higher than ordinary stone column improved ground. 
The effectiveness of pervious concrete column remediation in soil strata for mitigating liquefaction-induced lateral spreading 
was emphasized in the second part of the study. Three-dimensional finite element analysis using OpenSeesPL software was used 
to examine the liquefaction mitigation potential of pervious concrete column improved ground. The pervious concrete column 
inclusion is found to be a better alternative to stone column in mitigating liquefaction in susceptible soil deposits.

title of thesis: Micro- and Macro- Aspects of Strain Rate-Dependent       
Response of Crushable Granular Materials

Name of Student: Dr. Soukat Kumar Das
Supervisor: Dr. Arghya Das
Department & Institute: Dept. of Civil Engineering, IIT-Kanpur, India 

SuMMARy: The study attempts to unite two fundamental attributes of granular media: The rate-dependency and the crushability. It 
is observed that quasi-static loading, which usually produces rate-independent response, can demonstrate significant rate-dependent 
features in the presence of particle crushing. 2D and 3D Discrete element method (DEM) are used to simulate the rate-dependent 
crushing of laboratory-scale granular samples for different boundary conditions. Microscopically slower strain rate favours 
homogeneous contact distribution resulting in enhanced crushing and subsequent redistribution which produces a ‘non-unique’ 
rate-dependent critical state. These critical state variations are analytically captured using a rate-dependent consistent visco-plastic 
model. The model qualitatively captures the strain rate-dependent macroscopic variations including its crushing and volumetric 
features.
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title of thesis: Soil Arching and its Effect on Contiguous Pile wall  
Supporting Deep Excavations

Name of Student: Dr. George Tharakan Idiculla
Supervisor: Prof. Dasaka S. Murty 
Department  & Institute: Dept. of Civil Engineering, IIT-Bombay, Mumbai 

SuMMARy: Soil arching is relevant in various engineering applications, such as tunnels, underground pipelines, culverts, and 
contiguous pile walls (CPW). In the CPW system, wherein consecutive piles are separated with a gap; the soil arch develops 
in the gap between piles. In view of the very limited studies on the role of soil arching in the CPW system, the research aims 
to systematically understand soil arching in soils and its effect on the CPW system through extensive experimental, numerical, 
and analytical studies. Furthermore, specific guidelines for the design of CPW for deep excavation supports are also provided, 
considering the arch action.
 

title of thesis: Analysis of Soil Nailed Slopes under Seismic Conditions

Name of Student: Dr. Kokane Anant Kiran
Supervisor: Dr.Vishwas A. Sawant and Dr. Jagdish Prasad Sahoo
Department& Institute: Dept. of Civil Engineering, IIT-Roorkee, Roorkee 

SuMMARy: Vertical nailed cuts and nailed slopes subjected to seismic loading were analyzed using the modified pseudo-dynamic 
approach, assuming different failure surface geometries. Estimating the maximum support force and corresponding active zone 
length requirement of each reinforcement layer based on the limit equilibrium framework remains a statically indeterminate problem. 
Considering seismic loading further increases its complexity. The present study addresses it by proposing a novel calculus-based 
methodology to analyze the internal stability of nailed cuts/slopes. Practicing engineers can use proposed closed-form expressions 
by employing inexpensive spreadsheet software.  rather than costly finite element or slices-based commercial software.

title of thesis: Behavior of Helical Soil Nails: An Experimental and  
theoretical Study

Name of Student: Dr. Pankaj Sharma
Supervisor: Dr. Ashok Kumar Gupta and Dr. Saurabh Rawat
Department & Institute: Dept. of Civil Engineering, Jaypee University of Information Technology,   

Solan (H.P.) 

SuMMARy: The study examines the behavior of helical soil nail in cohesionless soil subjected to pullout force under varying 
parameters such as helical nail configuration (shaft diameter, shaft types (roughness and stiffness), group behavior, and overburden 
pressure. The torque correlation factor (Kt) was also estimated which is inversely proportional embedded nail area. Test results also 
indicate that various hollow shaft helical nails have nearly equal interaction friction angle to solid shaft helical soil nails with lesser 
shaft diameter. Thus, solid nails can be replaced by hollow nails without compromising on pullout capacity.

title of thesis: Reliability		Based		Design		of		Narrow		Backfill	Width	Retaining		 	 	 	
Structures under Static and Seismic Loading

Name of Student: Dr. Shaik Moin Ahmed
Supervisor: Dr. B. Munwar Basha 
Department & Institute: Dept. of Civil Engineering, IIT Hyderabad, Kandi, Sangareddy, Telangana 

SuMMARy: This study proposed a robust methodology for the analysis and design of narrow backfill width (NBW) MSE and 
gravity retaining walls by considering the presence of rock face, strain localization, post-peak reduction in shear resistance of 
backfill during high earthquake loading, the statistical dependency between sliding, eccentricity, and bearing capacity failure modes, 
and the variability of backfill soil and foundation soil properties, and earthquake loading. The proposed system reliability based 
design optimization (SRBDO) methodology acts as a helping tool for practicing engineers in handling variability of the design 
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parameters to achieve the safe, economic, and reliable design of NBW retaining walls. The SRBDO results presented in the thesis 
are helpful in the harmonization of design codes internationally for the seismic stability of NBW MSE walls.

title of thesis: Reliability Analysis of Pile Foundation

Name of Student: Dr. Manish Kumar
Supervisor: Dr. Pijush Samui
Department & Institute: Dept. of Civil Engineering, National Institute of Technology, Patna 

SuMMARy: In recent times, there have been significant advances in the reliability-based design to take care of variability and 
uncertainty in the pile design. Considering the highly variable nature of soil, reliability analysis of pile foundation is being explored. 
Robust and reliable design at certain levels of safety has earned a lot of attention. To build over the limitations of FOSM based 
reliability analysis, the paper proposes various machine learning based models. First study examines the applicability of Extreme 
Learning machine (ELM), Multivariate Adaptive Regression Spline (MARS), Minimax Probability Machine Regression (MPMR) 
and Emotional Neural Network (ENN) models for predicting the bearing capacity of a pile embedded in cohesionless soil. Second 
study proposes Least Square Support Vector machine (LSSVM), the Group Method of Data Handling (GMDH) and Gaussian 
process regression (GPR) based reliability analysis of pile groups resting on cohesive soil. Third study investigates the application 
of Relevance Vector Machines (RVM), Generalized regression neural network (GRNN), genetic programming (GP) and Adaptive-
Network-based Fuzzy Inference (ANFIS) in reliability analysis of settlement of pile groups. The simulation is checked using 
Monte-Carlo simulation (M-C).  The reliability indices of the simulated values are compared to that of the actual data. The first 
chapter concludes that the developed MARS model is more reliable than the developed ELM model, to predict the Q of the piles 
embedded in cohesionless soil. The results of the second study show that all the models are applicable for reliability analysis of 
settlement of pile groups. The third study concludes that the performance of RVM, GP and ANFIS were excellent while that of 
GRNN was poor.
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CONFERENCE REPORTS AND CHAPTER NEWS

IGS aurangabad Chapter
IGS Aurangabad Chapter in association 
with the Civil Engineering Department, 
Marathwada Institute of Technology, 
Aurangabad, Maharashtra successfully 
conducted a one-week STTP on the 
topic “Advances in Geotechnical 
Engineering and Reliability of 
Structures” from 23rd to 27th August 
2021. 

This STTP aimed to enhance the 
participants with the concepts of 
foundation design, its testing and 
monitoring, sustainability in geotechnics, 
advanced ground improvement 
techniques, reliability of structures by 
NDT techniques, analysis and testing 
of pile foundations, earth retaining 
structures, geo-form and its application, 
rock tunneling, earth retention solutions, 
bio-immobilization of heavy metals in 
sands.

155 participants registered for this STTP 
and around 114 participants participated 
actively.  

Vote of thanks was done by Prof. S. G. 
Quadri, Joint Secretary, IGS Aurangabad 
Chapter. The organizing committee of 
the STTP took efforts in the successful 
completion of the event. 

The following lectures were delivered 
by experts:

Dr. N.K. Samadhiya, Professor, IIT 
Roorkee & President, IGS made 
inauguration & keynote lecture on “Bearing 
capacity of shallow foundations in jointed 
rock masses”.  Dr. G.L. Sivakumar Babu, 
IISc Bangalore made a presentation on 
“Sustainability in geotechnics”. Dr. 
Neelima Satyam, IIT Indore made a 
presentation on “Bio-immobilization of 
heavy metals in sands”. Dr. S.S. Basarkar, 
AFCONS Infra Ltd, Mumbai made a 
presentation on “Advanced versions 
of ground improvement techniques”. 
Er. Ravi Sundaram, Director, Cengrs 
Geotechnica Pvt Ltd, Noida made a 
presentation on “Determining depth  
of unknown foundation by NDT 
techniques”. Dr. Ashish Juneja, IIT 
Bombay made a presentation on 
“Tunnelling in rock: new insights”. 
Er. Ravikiran Vaidya, Geo Dynamics, 
Vadodara made a presentation on “Review 
of popular methods for testing of pile 
foundation worldwide”. Dr. Jaykumar 
Shukla, Geo Dynamics, Vadodara made 
a presentation on “Design and analysis of 
pile foundations for supporting machine 
foundation”. Er. Ramesh Kulkarni, CMD, 
Soiltech, Pune made a presentation on 
“Advanced geotechnical testing for 
infrastructure”. Dr. Dasaka S. Murthy, 
IIT Bombay made a presentation on 
“Role of instrumentation in field testing 
and monitoring of foundations”. Dr. 
Chandresh Solanki, SVNIT, Surat made 

a presentation on “Quick computation 
of foundation settlement and empirical 
correlations”. Dr. J.D. Rathod, The 
Maharaja Sayajirao University of Baroda 
made a presentation on “Assessment 
of reliability of structures by NDT 
techniques”. Er. Vikas Patil, MD, Savi 
Infrastructure, Pune made a presentation 
on “Innovative Solutions for Earth 
Retention: Case Studies”. Dr. Vinil Kumar 
Gade, National Institute of Technology, 
Andhra Pradesh made a presentation on 
“Overview of geo-foam applications in 
geotechnical engineering”.
A Webinar on the topic “Case Studies 
in Geotechnical Engineering” was 
arranged by IGS Aurangabad Chapter 
in association with Civil Engineering 
Department, Marathwada Institute of 
Technology, Aurangabad on 7th August 
2021 at 11:30 am.  Er. Ravi Sundaram, 
Director, Cengrs Geotechnica Pvt. Ltd. 
Noida, India was the resource person.
More than 80 participants (including 
students and faculty) attended the 
webinar. 
Er. Ravi Sundaram discussed different 
case studies in Geotechnical Engineering 
wherein the importance of geological 
and soil investigation was covered. 
Dr. Manish S. Dixit introduced the 
speaker. A vote of thanks was proposed 
by Prof. S.G. Quadri, Joint Secretary, 
IGS Aurangabad chapter.

IGS Baroda Chapter
Career guidance webinar on “How to 
select an engineering branch & scope of 
engineering” was held on 18th July 2021 
in association with Marwadi University, 
Rajkot. Dr. Siddharth Shah of Marwadi 
University was the speaker. He explained 
about different branches of engineering 
and the criteria for the selection of an 
engineering branch. The program was 
arranged for carrier guidance to the 
school students and parents.

A one-day webinar on the topic of 
“Transportation geotechnics” was 
conducted on 19th August 2021 in 
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IGS Chennai Chapter
Half a day IGS-NABL joint workshop on 
“Awareness on NABL accreditation” was 
organized on July 31st, 2021, virtually. 
This workshop was jointly organized by 
IGS Chennai, Coimbatore, Thanjavur, 
Trichy, and Vellore Chapters together 
with NABL and was the first of its kind 
workshop when all IGS local chapters 
from Tamil Nadu state came together. 
This half a day sensitization workshop 
mainly targeted the geotechnical testing 
laboratories for obtaining NABL 
accreditation to assure quality and 
reliable design data. The workshop was 
inaugurated by Prof. N K Samadhiya, 
President, IGS after a formal welcome 
by the chairperson of the IGS Chennai 
chapter Prof. M. Muttharam. Nearly 

100 participants attended the workshop, 
which includes faculty, students, 
practicing engineers, and laboratory 
professionals/scientists from different 
parts of the country. Expert talks 
covering various aspects of the NABL 
accreditation process, its importance, 
and its benefits were highlighted and 
discussed in this workshop. Immediate 
IGS past president, Prof. GL Sivakumar 

Babu, who initiated and shaped this joint 
program series, highlighted some of the 
important issues with geotechnical data 
collection and testing and way forward in 
his brief talk. The importance and benefits 
of NABL accreditation were discussed 
by Mr. Pankaj Johri, Joint Director, 
NABL. Dr. Janardhanan J T, National 
Institute of Technical Teachers Training 
and Research (NITTTR), Chennai gave a 
brief talk on how to upskill geotechnical 
laboratory practices. Former NABL 
expert, Mr. C Venugopal, talked about 
the key issues and challenges with the 
testing of materials in Civil Engineering 
laboratories. Finally, the experience 
after obtaining NABL accreditation was 
shared by Mr. Jishnu Chattopadhya, 
Bureau Veritas (India) Pvt Ltd., and this 
was followed by an interactive session 
with the participants.

IGS Guntur Chapter
The IGS Guntur Chapter in association  
with AP PR Engineer’s Association and 
Appr Diploma Engineer’s Association 
conducted Engineers’ day celebrations 
on 15.09.2021. Sri B.Balu Naik, Chief 
Engineer, NABARD &V& QC, VJA was 
the chief guest. Er. G. Brahmaiah, SE, 
PR, Panchayat Raj, Guntur & Chairman, 
IGS Guntur chapter presided over the 
function.

Two technical lectures were organized: 1. 
Failures of the structures and retrofitting 
methods – delivered by Sri B. Eswar, 

Stedrant, Hyd. 2. Foundation selection 
based on soil conditions - delivered by 
Dr. M. Rama Rao, Professor & HOD, 
Dept. of Civil Engineering, RVR & 
JC College of Engineering, Guntur.  
Participants actively interacted with the 
resource persons. Finally, the Chief Guest 
Sri B.Balu Naik gave a message to all 
the participants (nearly 200 comprising 
engineers, faculty, and students) to 
follow the footsteps of the great man Sir 
Moksagundam Visveswarayya for the 
development of the country.

Screenshots	during	the	workshop

association with Applied Mechanics 
Department, MSU, Baroda. Dr. Satyajit 
Patel, Associate Professor, SVNIT, 
Surat, and Mr. Manish Barot, Technical 
Sales Manager, TechFab Industries Pvt., 
Ltd. were invited for an expert talk. For 
the webinar lectures, 221 registrations 
were received. Dr. Nitin Joshi, Secretary, 
IGS Baroda Chapter welcomed all 
the delegates and experts. Shri H. P. 
Pandya, Co-Chairman, IGS Baroda 
Chapter talked about different activities 

done by the IGS Baroda chapter. Dr. J. 
D. Rathod, Head, Applied Mechanics 
Department, MSU, Baroda talked about 
the need for learning and discussed about 
transportation geotechnics – the need of 
India. 

Dr. Satyajit Patel discussed the types 
of wastes used and their combinations  
with soil. The second lecture was 
delivered by Mr. Manish Barot. He 
discussed major causes of road failure 

such as poor existing soil properties, 
poor drainage, etc. He presented various 
case studies.  

A field visit to demonstrate the falling 
weight deflectometer test was arranged 
on 6th September 2021. A total of 15 
participants were present during the 
demonstration. Er. Shailesh Patel, EC 
Member of the chapter, explained the 
functions, performance, collection data, 
and its interpretation.
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IGS Jabalpur Chapter
IGS Jabalpur Chapter and student chapter 
jointly organized three national webinars 
in July, August, and September 2021. On 
4th July Prof. Dinesh Khare memorial 
lecture was delivered by Dr. A.P. Singh, 
Director, Explore Engineering Consultant 
(P) Ltd. on the topic: Geotechnique 
of infrastructures. Dr. Singh covered 

IGS Kanpur Chapter
IGS Kanpur Chapter organized an 
IGS-NABL webinar, jointly with other 
chapters (Varanasi, Allahabad, Roorkee, 
and Shimla) on –‘Awareness on NABL 
accreditation’- on 11th September 
2021. The program was inaugurated 
by the hon’ble chief guest Prof. N.K. 

IGS Kochi Chapter
To bring to focus the notable achievements 
of the geotechnical community of the 
state, to assist and promote the academic 
activities and field training of UG and PG 
level, in consultation with senior teachers 
and to document details of natural 
calamities and disasters like landslides 
and terrestrial distress, Kochi Chapter of 
IGS has come up with a unique webinar 
series – Rendezvous.

The inaugural session talk of the 
Rendezvous series was held on 5th 
July 2021 from 7.30 pm on the Zoom 
platform. The talk was delivered by 
Dr. Anita G Pillai, Dean (Academics), 

various techniques for geotechnical 
investigations with some case studies. 
On 8th August 2021 Dr. H.K. Mahiyar, 
Prof. SGSITS Indore presented a lecture 
on the topic: Bi-Angle shaped footings 
under two-way eccentric loading. Dr. 
N.K. Samadhiya, President, IGS was the 
chief guest of these webinars. The third 
webinar was organized on 5th September 
on the Teacher’s Day. In this webinar, 

Samadhiya, President, IGS, and Prof. NR 
Patra, Chairman, IGS Kanpur chapter. 
Several eminent speakers like Prof. GLS 
Babu, Prof. Sarvesh Chandra, Prof. Sarat 
Das, and Prof. Neeraj Parihar presented 
their thoughts on the importance of 
quality geotechnical testing and NABL 
accreditation. Besides, the details of the 
NABL accreditation procedure and its 

Dr. L. K. Yadu, Associate Professor, 
NIT Raipur presented a lecture on the 
topic: Forensic geotechnical engineering 
and case studies. Dr. Yadu explained his 
lecture with the approaches of forensic 
engineering, role of geotechnical engineer, 
common problems & myths with the 
issues related forensic engineering, and 
some case studies related to the topic. 
Dr. R K Shrivastava, Retd. Professor, 
MNNIT Prayagraj was the chief guest 
and Dr. N.K. Samadhiya was the guest 
of honor of this webinar. Er. Sanjiv 
Verma, Chairman, IGS JC presided over 
the webinar. Dr. Sanjay Verma, honorary 
secretary, IGS JC welcomed guests 
and participants, Er. Sagar Shrivastava 
from the student chapter moderated the 
webinar and Prof. Vedant Shrivastava 
proposed a vote of thanks. About 80 
- 100 participants, eminent practicing 
engineers, technocrats, and students 
from various engineering colleges of the 
country, and members of IGS JC were 
present in these webinars. E-certificates 
were presented to the participants in all 
three webinars.

benefits were elaborated by Mr. Pankaj 
Johri, Joint Director, NABL, and Mr. 
Ranjith Kumar, Asst. Director, NABL. 
Finally, the program ended with an 
interactive discussion session among all 
the stakeholders and a vote of thanks by 
Prof. Arghya Das, Secretary, IGS Kanpur 
Chapter.

Cochin marine clays”.    The work was 
aimed at examining the effectiveness 
of lime stabilization in Cochin marine 
clays under varying sulphate contents.  
Changes brought about over time by 
varying sulphate contents on engineering 
properties of marine clays stabilized 
by lime were discussed at length along 
with studies undertaken on the usage of 
Barium compounds to mitigate the long-
term adverse effects brought about by 
sulphates on the strength characteristics 
of Cochin marine clays. This was 
followed by a  live discussion session. 
Dr. Beena K. S., the program coordinator 
proposed the vote of thanks. The webinar 
was attended by over 150 participants.

SCMS School of Engineering. The 
welcome address was given by Shri. M. 
D. Nair, Chairman, IGS Kochi Chapter. 
Dr. Babu T. Jose, Patron, IGS Kochi 
Chapter & Organizing Chairman, IGC 
2022 detailed the purpose of initiating 
the webinar series - Rendezvous. He 
explained that along with disseminating 
knowledge and keeping the members of 
IGS abreast about the latest happenings 
in the field, the forum aims to bring 
together the geotechnical community of 
the state together. 

Dr. Anitha G Pillai then took over and 
gave a 45-minute talk on her research 
work titled  “A study of mitigating the  
effect of sulphates in lime stabilized 
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IGS mumbai Chapter
IGS Mumbai Chapter organized three 
webinars in this period. The webinars 
were part of the series on rockfall hazard 
and mitigation for lifeline systems, 
which the IGS Mumbai Chapter has 
initiated in light of the catastrophic 
rockfall and debris flow events this 
year in the western ghats due to the 
extreme weather conditions. The first 
webinar was delivered by Mr. Giorgio 
Giacchetti of Alpigeo Consultants, Italy 
on 29/07/21. He spoke on the topic 
“Mitigation of rockfall geohazards” 
and shared his expertise on prevention, 
retention, and protection measures. He 
also discussed the design factors during 
this presentation. The second and third 

webinars were held on 11/08/21 and were 
delivered by Mr. Armin Roduner and Mr. 
Christophe Michael Balg of Geobrugg 
AG, Switzerland. They spoke on the 
topic “Flexible slope stabilization and 
rockfall protection measures: guidelines, 
approvals & design aspects. Mr. Armin 
spoke on the bearing resistance of the 
different facing systems, and their 
testing and installation. Mr. Christophe 
presented some of the Indian case studies 
where the barrier systems have been used. 
The site photographs and videos made 
an interesting ending to his presentation. 
All the 3 webinars were stimulating and 
had lively Q&A sessions. Their video 
recordings are available at https://www.
youtube.com/c/adsoillab. 

The second of the webinar series 2021-
22 – Rendezvous-2  was conducted 
on 2nd August 2021 at 6.30 pm on the 
Zoom platform. This webinar focussed 
on the natural calamity due to landslides, 
especially on the recent happenings 
in the state of Kerala. The talk was 
delivered by the renowned Geologist Dr. 
S.Sreekumar, Director, Integrated Rural 
Technology Centre, Palakkad, Kerala. 
Dr. Sreekumar delivered a very elaborate 
talk on the recent disasters that happened 
during the rainy seasons due to failures 
of hill slopes. He expressed concern over 
the increasing frequency and impact due 
to these natural disasters during the past 

few years and the inability to overcome 
these happenings. He suggested a joint 
study by geologists and geotechnical 
engineers and stressed the need for a 
micro-level study in already identified 
areas where landslides are quite 
frequent. This was followed by a very 
lively discussion session. Dr. Beena K. 
S. proposed the vote of thanks. 

The third in the series, Rendezvous-3  
Webinar 2021-22 was conducted on the 
6th Sept 2021 at 7.00 pm on the zoom 
platform. The webinar was conducted 
in two sessions.  The first session was 
dedicated to paying tribute to the doyen 

of Geotechnical Engineering in Kerala, 
Prof. T.S. Ramanatha Iyer, and the second 
session was a deliberation of the findings 
in the Ph.D. thesis of Dr.Sumi, Asst. 
Professor, CET.  In the second session,  
the talk was delivered by Dr.S.Sumi,  on 
her Ph.D. titled “Durability of Surface 
Modified Coir Geotextiles”. The results 
indicate the excellent potential of suitably 
surface-modified coir geotextiles for 
long-term use in adverse conditions. 
This was followed by a   discussion 
session on the lecture of Dr.Sumi. Dr. 
Anil Joseph, Hon. Secretary, IGS Kochi 
Chapter, proposed the vote of thanks.

IGS Mumbai Chapter also hosted an NABL 
awareness program on the accreditation 
of geotechnical laboratories. The online 
event on 4/9/2021 was chaired by Prof. 
N.K. Samadhiya, President of Indian 
Geotechnical Society and Professor, 
Department of Civil Engineering, IIT 
Roorkee. Other speakers at the event were 
Mr. Pankaj Johri (Joint Director NABL), 
Mr. Ranjith Kumar (Assistant Director 
NABL), Mr. Avijit Das (Director NABL), 
Prof. G L Sivakumar Babu (Professor, 
IISc), and Mr. E. Gopalakrishnan (Head, 
Advanced Diagnostic Laboratory, Dr. 
Fixit Institute). Other co-hosts of the 
events were: IGS Nagpur Chapter, IGS 
Pune Chapter, IGS Amravati Chapter, 
IGS Aurangabad Chapter, and IGS Goa 
Chapter.

IGS Pune Chapter
Chairman of the IGS Pune Chapter, 
Shri Vikas Patil proposed a site visit by 
executive committee members, and that 
was organized on 28th, 29th July 2021 to 
Maharashtra’s longest and widest tunnel 
that is under construction on Samruddhi 
Mahamarg between Nagpur and Mumbai 
in Igatpuri. The strata in the area can be 
classified as Amygdaloidal basalt, the 
twin tunnels are 7.78km long and 17.6m 
wide, clearance height is 5.5m. The 
overburden is less in the initial chainage 
of the tunnel and a cut & cover portion 
is required. This unique portion had its 
challenges, which involved controlled 
blasting. The tunnel is being built with 
hi-tech features like a shaded approach 

to the tunnel, drainage arrangements in 
the forms of PVC pipes for collecting 
water, and draining it out through various 
systems are provided. 

IGS Pune Chapter in association with 
the Department of Civil Engineering, 

AISSMS COE, Pune organized its 
signature event with an expert lecture 
to be delivered by Dr. Rajbal Singh 
(Former Joint Director & Head of Rock 
Mech, CSMRS, New Delhi) on the topic 
‘Case Study of tunnel excavation in 
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extremely weak rock mass conditions’. 
The organizers were overwhelmed to 
welcome IGS President Prof. N. K. 
Samadhiya and IGS Hon Secretary 
Prof. J. T. Shahu who graced the event. 
The event progressed with an inspiring 
speech by the President of IGS Prof. 
Samadhiya and Hon. Secretary of IGS 
Prof. J. T. Shahu.

Presentation by the sponsors, Garware 
Technical Fibres was delivered by Er 
Tiru Kulkarni, President and Head, 
Geosynthetics Division. A case study 
of the tunnel construction in the Tala 
Hydroelectric project was discussed. 
The importance of documentation, 
implementing and monitoring strict 
quality control, adopting timely remedial 
measures was highlighted. 

Er. Ramesh Kulkarni, former chairman, 
IGS Pune Chapter presented a beautifully 
engraved silver plate as a memento to 

the speaker Dr. Rajbal Singh. Er. Suman 
Jain, Hon. Secretary, IGS Pune Chapter 
delivered the Vote of Thanks.

IGS raipur Chapter
IGS Raipur Chapter has celebrated its 
2nd Foundation Day on 8th July 2021. 
Dr. J. T. Shahu, Honorary Secretary, 
IGS main body, and Professor, Civil 
Engineering Department IIT Delhi was 
the chief guest of this occasion. Prof. 
N.K. Samadhiya, President, IGS National 
Body and Professor, Civil Engg. Dept IIT 
Roorkee has also blessed this occasion 
with his gracious presence. New office 
bearers of the IGS Raipur Chapter have 
taken the charge in the presence of Prof. 
J. T. Shahu and Prof. N. K. Samadhiya. 

Both the guests have extended their 
best wishes to the new office bearers. 
On this occasion of Foundation Day, 
IGS Raipur Chapter and  Department of 
Civil Engineering, National Institute of 
Technology Raipur and jointly organized 
a keynote lecture on the topic “Green 
Shift in the Built Environment” delivered 
by Dr.Vikas Thakur, Professor & Head, 
Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering NTNU Norway on 8hJuly 
2021. Dr. Vikas Thakur is alumni of 
GEC-NIT Raipur in the 2001 batch. All 
the participants got benefited to upgrade 
their knowledge. 
The 3rd  IGS Student Chapter under the 
affiliations of the IGS Raipur chapter 
was inaugurated at Bhilai Institute of 
Technology (BIT) Raipur on 8th July 
2021 on the Foundation Day of the IGS 
Raipur Chapter.  Prof. N. K. Samadhiya, 
IGS President & Professor IIT Roorkee 
and Prof J. T. Shahu, Hon. Secretary 
IGS and Professor, Civil Engineering 
IIT Delhi has graced the occasion with 
their kind presence. Prof. J. T. Shahu, 
Hon. Secretary IGS has declared the 
inauguration of the IGS Student Chapter 
at BIT Raipur and extended his best 
wishes to the office bearers and executive 
members of the IGS Student Chapter 
of BIT Raipur. Dr. Shri Ram Krishna 
Mishra is the faculty advisor of the IGS 
Student Chapter of BIT Raipur. 
IGS Raipur Chapter and Department 
of Civil Engineering, National 

Institute of Technology Raipur jointly 
organized a webinar on the topic 
“Artificial Intelligence in Geotechnical 
Engineering” delivered by Dr. Pijush 
Samui, Associate Professor, Department 
of Civil Engineering National Institute 
of Technology Patna on 10th September 
2021. 

IGS Student Chapter SSIPMT, Raipur 
hosted a live webinar on the topic 
“Innovation in geotechnical engineering 
(Behaviour of batter piles and pile groups 
under lateral, uplift, and combined 
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loading conditions)” on 11-09-2021 
at 11 am over Google meet platform. 
The chief guest of the webinar was Dr. 
Laxmikant Yadu, Hon. Secretary, IGS 
Raipur Chapter, and Associate Professor, 
Department of Civil Engineering, NIT 
Raipur. Dr. Tarun Kumar Rajak, faculty 
advisor, IGS Student Chapter SSIPMT 

Raipur and Head of the Department 
of Civil Engineering, SSIPMT and 
Joint Secretary IGS Raipur Chapter 
introduced the guest speaker Dr. Pankaj 
Bajaj, Assistant Professor, Department 
of Civil Engineering, NIT Raipur  (C.G). 
It was a very knowledgeable webinar 
and the speaker shared great concepts 

and ideas regarding the pile foundation, 
its behaviour and loading conditions, 
effectively. 

IGS student chapter BIT Raipur and 
Department of civil engineering BIT 
Raipur jointly organized a webinar 
on the occasion of Engineers Day on 
15th September 2021 on the topic 
“Geotechnical Investigation: Basics 
and its Importance” via Google Meet 
platform, delivered by Dr. Laxmikant 
Yadu, Hon. Secretary IGS Raipur chapter 
and Associate professor, Department 
of Civil engineering NIT, Raipur. The 
webinar was attended by students of  
B. Tech 5th and 7th semester of Civil 
Engineering Department, BIT Raipur. 
Speaker discussed the importance of 
geotechnical engineering in the field of 
civil engineering and emphasized some 
case studies of failure and the reasons 
behind it.

IGS Warangal Chapter
A webinar on the topic ‘Geotechnics and 
Valorization of Industrial Wastes”, was 
arranged by the IGS Warangal Chapter 
in association with the Civil Engineering 
Department, National Institute of 
Technology, Warangal on 29th August 
2021 through the online mode on 
Google Meet. The lecture was delivered 
by Dr. B. Hanumantha Rao, Assistant 
Professor, School of Infrastructure, IIT 
Bhubaneswar. The lecture included 
information related to the utilization of 
industrial wastes such as Jarosite, Fly 
ash, GGBS, Copper slag, and Red Mud. 
The importance of understanding the 
innate properties to conclude about the 
obvious behavior of end products was 
recommended.

IGS Warangal Chapter in association 
with the Civil Engineering Department, 
National Institute of Technology, 
Warangal organized a webinar on 2nd 
September 2021 through the online 
mode on Google Meet. Mr. G. Venkata 
Prasad, Director – Operations, Deep 
Foundations Institute of India (DFII) 
delivered an expert talk on “Future Scope 
of Indian Geotechnical & Foundation  
Industry”.

A webinar on the topic “Utilization of 
Web Resources in research perspective”, 

was organized by the IGS Warangal 
Chapter in association with the Civil 
Engineering Department, National 
Institute of Technology, Warangal on 4th 
September 2021 through the online mode 
on Google Meet. Dr. P. V. Koteswara 
Rao, Associate Professor, Dept. of Civil 
Engineering, Vardhaman College of 
Engineering, Hyderabad delivered the 
expert talk. The speaker demonstrated 
the shortcuts to access and utilize the 
research materials from all around the 
world. This session explained the use 
of various open-access websites such as 
OATD and Shodhganga and suggested 
ways to access standard codes and data 
repositories.

A guest lecture was delivered on 8th 
September 2021 by Prof. Narendra Kumar 
Samadhiya, Dept. of Civil Engineering, 
IIT Roorkee, and President, IGS on the 
topic “Estimation of Support Pressure 
using Numerical Analysis” through 
Google meet. The guest discussed 
the determination of support pressure 
specifically in powerhouse cavern 
construction. The lecture highlighted the 
support pressure computation specific to 
anisotropic conditions of rock mass and 
also elaborated on the use of shotcrete 
lining. The lecture detailed constitutive 
relationship and stress-induced 
displacements in shotcrete lining.

A webinar on “Referencing Tools - an 
Overview” was organized by the IGS 
Warangal chapter on 9th September 2021. 
The webinar was delivered by Dr. V S 
J Yeswanth Paluri, Assistant Professor, 
Department of Civil Engineering, 
Bapatla Engineering College, Andhra 
Pradesh. The speaker briefly discussed 
different features and uses of referencing 
tools, to name a few, Mendeley, Zotero, 
EndNote, RefWorks, Cite4me. The need 
for using reference tools along with 
their advantages and disadvantages was 
explained. 

To commemorate the birth anniversary 
of Prof. Karl Von Terzaghi, fondly 
known as the father of soil mechanics, 
a guest lecture was organized by the 
IGS Warangal Chapter & Dept. of 
Civil Engineering, NIT Warangal on 
2nd October 2021. The webinar on 
“Importance of Field Investigations  
for Geotechnical Applications” was 
delivered by Dr. P.S. Prasad, Senior 
Principal Scientist, Geotechnical 
Engineering Division, CSIR-CRRI, 
New Delhi. The guest highlighted the 
field practices in ground improvement 
adopted in various case studies. He 
also explained the need to perform 
detailed studies in the field for practicing 
engineers. The speaker also explained 
advanced field practices in India.
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Soils are very heterogeneous, and understanding their 
behavior is extremely important for designing any structure 
or establishing the stability of structures. An appropriate and 
accurate soil investigation technique plays a major role in this 
activity and can be destructive or non-destructive, which will 
vary from shallow to deep exploration. Hence, a short course 
on “Soil Exploration” was designed and conducted by the  
Sub-Committee (7): Student Engagement of IGS, New 
Delhi between 2nd July and 7th August 2021 to impart field  
knowledge to the geotechnical fraternity, especially young 
geotechnical engineers and students during the pandemic and 
impart technical skills through leading practicing engineers  
and professionals. The short course has covered various soil 
exploration technics and interpretation of soil characteristics 
from the field warranted for different important structures. 
Overall, twelve expert lectures were arranged covering SPT, 
CPT to nearshore/ offshore investigations, including pile 
integrity monitoring methods. 

An overwhelming response was received during the registration 
period. About 2100 students, young engineers, and professionals 
have registered for this course, and about 500 delegates have 
participated in each expert lecture. Each lecture was organized 
by IGS Sub-committee (SC-7) in association with different 
student chapters of the IGS Guntur, IGS Hyderabad, IGS 
Jabalpur, IGS Roorkee, IGS Surat, IGS Suratkal, IGS Tirupati, 
and IGS Trichy Chapters. All the lectures were supported by 
one or two real field scenarios, and data analyses were discussed 
from the field studies. The important aspect of the course was to 
highlight the disadvantages or limitations of a particular method 
adopted in the field. The students were immensely benefitted 
from the interaction with the practicing engineers. 

At the end of the course, an online exam was conducted for all 
the eligible candidates. About 200 candidates were eligible for 
the examination, and 133 candidates cleared the online exam. 
Certificates along with the grades were presented to all the 
candidates who have attained a minimum grade. 

Activity Report

A Short Course on ‘Soil Exploration’
conducted by Sub-Committee 7 on ‘Student Engagement’ 

Indian Geotechnical Society, New Delhi

Details of expert lectures of the short course
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The 7th International Conference on Recent Advances in 
Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering and Soil Dynamics 
(7ICRAGEE) was successfully organized in exclusively virtual 
mode, by the Indian Society of Earthquake Technology (ISET), 
in association with IISc Bengaluru, Dept. of Earthquake Engg., 
IIT Roorkee and IGS Bangalore Chapter, during 12-15 July 
2021.

The conference commenced, with the inaugural ceremony on 
12th July at 9:00 AM, with the lighting of lamp by the dignitaries. 
Prof. TG Sitharam, Chairman, 7ICRAGEE, President, ISET 
and Director, IIT Guwahati delivered the welcome address 
in which he emphasized the role of ICRAGEE conferences 
in the advancement of Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering 
and thanked Prof. Shamsher Prakash for handing over the 
responsibility of organizing ICRAGEE conferences to ISET. It 
was followed by messages from Prof. Shamsher Prakash, and 
patrons: Prof. Ajit Chaturvedi, Director, IIT Roorkee, and Dr. 
N. Gopalakrishnan, Director, CBRI Roorkee. The conference 
was inaugurated by Dr. RK Bhandari, Chairman, Forum on 
Engineering Interventions for Disaster Mitigation, Indian 
National Academy of Engineering, and Shri Dr. Himanta Biswa 
Sarma, Hon’ble Chief Minister of Assam. Dr. RK Bhandari, 
in his address, emphasized the need to ensure quality in the 
enormous research output being generated and appealed to the 
geotechnical community at large to come together and make 
efforts to reduce the ever-increasing gap between research 
and practice. Shri Dr. Himanta Biswa Sarma, Hon’ble Chief 
Minister of Assam addressed the audience and dedicated the 
Centre for Disaster Management and Research (CDMR) at IIT 
Guwahati to the people of Assam and entire Northeast India. 
Prof. NK Samadhiya, President, IGS & Guest of Honour of 
the conference addressed the august gathering and inaugurated 
the conference Exhibition Stalls. Dr. Ravi Jakka, Organizing 
Secretary, 7ICRAGEE and Secretary, ISET presented the 
conference highlights, while the vote of thanks was proposed 
by Dr. Sreevalsa, Organizing Secretary, 7ICRAGEE.

The virtual Conference platform was created with several 
interactive features providing a matching experience to a 
conventional offline conference.  The E-Resource corner, hosting 
the conference proceedings and the presentation materials was 
created for the participants to download from. As of date, the 
Keynote Volume has garnered more than 10,000 downloads. 
The other conference volumes too have a similar number of 
downloads. Within the E-Resource corner, a text chat option 
to interact with the authors of the technical papers and posters 
was also provided. Interactive features like video and text chat 
rooms based on the conference themes were made available in 
the virtual networking lounge, to facilitate networking with the 

relevant experts. Similarly, a virtual exhibition hall was created 
to ensure the participants get to know the latest developments 
in the industry and explore new opportunities. Daily online live 
Yoga sessions were organized every morning from 7:15 AM 
to 8:00 AM Indian Standard Time, during the conference days 
for the participants to experience authentic Yoga. Also, a grand 
online live cultural evening was organized on the evening of 
13th July, starting from 6:30 PM. 

More than 1200 participants registered for attending the 
conference. Around 600 abstracts were received, out of 
which 250+ papers were finally published, in the Springer 
book volumes. 7ICRAGEE marked the introduction of the 
ISET Shamsher Prakash Distinguished Lecture as part of 
the ICRAGEE conferences. The 1st ISET Shamsher Prakash 
Distinguished Lecture was delivered by Prof. Kenneth Stokoe 
on ‘The Increasing Role of Surface-Wave Measurements in 
Site Characterization’. A large number of invited lectures were 
planned to be delivered during the conference to benefit the 
participants from both the industry and the academia. Out of 
55 planned invited lectures, 53 lectures were delivered. Two 
speakers could not deliver their talks due to some unexpected 
emergencies. Overall, 1 Distinguished Lecture, 10 Keynote 
Lectures, 26 State-of-the-Art-and-Practice Lectures and 16 
Special Lectures were delivered during 7ICRAGEE. The invited 
lectures covered the entire gamut of Geotechnical Earthquake 
Engineering and Soil Dynamics. Care was taken, to ensure that, 
the participants gain global as well as Indian perspectives, on 
various research areas of Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering 
and Soil Dynamics, in equal measure. 140 papers were presented 
in 28 Technical Sessions. Best paper presentations were selected 
solely based on the recommendations of the Chairs and Co-
chairs of the respective sessions. 

The conference ended with a panel discussion moderated by 
Dr. Aswath, President, ACCE (India). The panel opined that, 
to improve collaboration among structural and geotechnical 
engineers, case histories in geotechnical engineering, in 
general and Geotechnical Earthquake Engineering in particular, 
should be made a part of the education and training of every 
civil engineer. They also added that geotechnical societies 
should come together and compile a book on case histories in 
geotechnical engineering (which should be updated at regular 
intervals) that can be made a compulsory reading as part of the 
‘Introduction to Civil Engineering’ course. The panel discussion 
concluded by emphasizing the role of Geotechnical Earthquake 
Engineering in achieving Sustainable Development Goals and 
building a resilient world, through accurate hazard estimation 
by seismic microzonation and Multi-Hazard Disaster Risk 
Assessment.

A Brief Report on 7ICRAGEE
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The conference ended with the valedictory session, where 
stalwarts of Earthquake and Geotechnical Engg. were 
remembered. Overall, the conference was much appreciated 
by the delegates, speakers, and chairs, for facilitating the 
dissemination of a mammoth information on the topic and for the 

excellent management in organizing the sessions. It stood as the 
first-of-its-kind online conference in Geotechnical Engineering 
over one-to-one interactive platform with the exceptional 
coverage of a wide range of research areas and invited speakers, 
ensuring the best and the quality of presentations and papers.

Glimpses of 7ICRAGEE

Lobby	Area	of	7ICRAGEE	Conference

Inaugural & Keynote sessions - Plenary Hall

Keynotes	by	Prof.	Charles	Ng.,	President,	ISSMGE	&	Prof.	Elgamal State	of	Art	and	Practice	Lecture	by	Prof.	Brady	Cox
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GUIDELINES FOR THE FORMATION OF STUDENT CHAPTERS OF IGS
Need for formation of student chapters
The scope of Geotechnical Engineering expanded significantly in 
the last 30 years whereas the coverage of geotechnical engineering 
in the curriculum is limited to two/three  subjects and a maximum 
of two electives in some institutions and colleges. The syllabus 
is restricted and as a result, many students are not exposed to the 
wide coverage of current trends and exciting professional/teaching/
research opportunities in geotechnical engineering. There is a need 
to motivate students to give exposure to careers and opportunities 
in this area and also develop leadership skills among students 
which will help them in their career. Student chapters provide an 
opportunityfor Bachelor Degree students of 2nd, 3rdand 4th year 
in Civil Engineering and Master’s Degree students of Geotechnical 
Engineering program. Activities such as seminars/workshops/
lecturesconducted by student chapters under the guidance of faculty 
coordinators from the Institutions/colleges and the members of local 
chapters will significantly help the student community.
A student chapter may be established at any university/institute with 
the following qualifications:
• University/Institution has a Bachelors’ in Civil Engineering/

Master’s program in Geotechnical Engineering/Soil Mechanics 
or equivalent.

• University/Institution has one full-time faculty member who 
isIGS Fellow/ Member/Associate Member and who agrees to 
serve as a faculty advisor.

• The chapter will have a  minimum membership of 12 students 
and if the college has Master’s program in Geotechnical 
Engineering or equivalent of Civil Engineering or related 
engineering or technology, these students can also join in the 
chapter and advice and motivate the young members from 
undergraduate program.

When to submit an application for Student Chapter?
Stage – I
1. The student group shall approach IGS member(s) of the institute 

with a proposal and  obtain his/their consent to mentor them;
2. Obtain endorsement of the proposal by the Head of Civil 

Engineering department and the endorsement of the proposal by 
the IGS local chapter in whose jurisdiction the institute islocated; 

3. Student members may join and form a student chapterby paying 
a nominal amount of INR 250 towards annualmembership to 
the student chapter. These funds shall be maintained by them 
for useas a corpus to organize technical events. The college 
can also support the student chapter financially.The leadership 
committee formedwithin the students will organize technical 
events such as guest lectures/seminars/workshops/field visits 
etc. for the students to undertake and learn from.

 The followingofficers are to be appointed with the help of IGS 
member(faculty):

 • A student chapter President
 • A student chapter Vice-president
 • A student chapter secretary
 • A student chapter treasurer
 These officers need to be nominated/elected from the group 

members.Attached is a description of the Student officer 
functions.The activities that Student Chapter can do are as 
follows:

 • Creation and maintenance of homepage of student 
chapter

 • Host lectures of  engineers/professionals in civil/
geotechnical engineering

 • Invite professional organizations for lectures and also 
explore possibilities for internships

 • Use online materials from ISSMGE/IGS and other 
related sources for discussion/presentation/knowledge 
enhancement

 • Organise debates/lectures/quiz programs among students 
 • Participation in programs such as Swatch Bharath/Save 

planet etc.
 • Develop oral and written communication skills bypreparing 

presentations/ articles for Magazines/Newsletter
 • Organise/participate in annual programs such as GEOFEST 

along with student chapters of other colleges
4. The leadership committee shall organize technical events in 

the institute with the help of faculty mentor(s) for one year by 
using the corpus fund/college support, which shall be managed 
by the faculty mentor and the Student Chapter leadership;

5. Shall participate as volunteers and student delegates invarious 
technical events organised by the local IGS chapter;

6. Completion of one year of successful operation under the 
effective guidance of the IGS members/chapter in whose 
jurisdiction the institution is located;

7. The database of students will be maintained by IGS local chapter 
and student members will be givenCertificates of participation/
awards by the local chapterof IGS.

Stage – II
1. On Completion of one year of successful operation under 

the effective guidance of the IGS members/chapter a formal 
application shall be submitted along with the details of all the 
events organised in one year;

2. The application for the student chapter shall be formallyendorsed 
by the head of the institution and IGS local chapterto establish 
an IGS Student Chapter and attain the official recognition of 
the Committee on Student Activities of IGS NationalExecutive 
Committee.

3. Once the Chapter is officially recognized, it will be listed 
inthe IGS homepage and the chapter is expected to continueits 
activities and promote geotechnical engineering.

4. The student chapter needs to submit annual progress reportto 
maintain the student chapter status;

5. A student chapter will lose its status and become dormant, if 
the annual reports are not submitted.

Benefits for students
1. Contributes to developing leadership skills and public 

relationship skills 
2. Creates interest in the subject, motivation and passion in 

engineering professional work
3. Creates opportunities for internships and jobs
4. Improves chances of admission in Masters program abroad 

and the work done as student member can be indicated in the 
Statement of Purpose (SoP)

Clarifications if any can be obtained from IGS office by email 
(admin@igs.org.in).
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LIST OF PROFESSIONAL FORUM MEMBERS
M/s Aimil Ltd., (AM 0002)
Naimex House, A-8 Mohan Co-op. Ind. Est.,
Mathura Road, New Delhi-100044, Delhi, India,
E-mail: info@aimil.com

M/s Hydraulic & Engg. Inst., (AM 0010)
A-13 Naraina Indl. Area, Phase II, 
New Delhi-110028, Delhi, India
E-mail: info@heicoin.com

M/s Cengrs Geotechnica Pvt. Ltd., (AM 0025)
A-100, Sector-63, Noida-201309, 
Uttar Pradesh, India
E-mail: cengrs@gmail.com

M/s Aarvee Associates Architects (AM 0026)
Engrs & Consultants Pvt. Ltd., 
8-2-5 Ravula Residency, 
Srinagar Colony Main Road, Punjagutta, 
Hyderabad-500082, Andhra Pradesh, India
Email : aarvee@aarvee.net

M/s techfab India Industries Ltd., (AM 0027)
712 Embassy Centre, Nariman Point, 
Mumbai-400021, Maharashtra, India
E-mail: office@techfabindia.com

M/s S.M. Consultants  (AM 0034)
S.M. Tower, Plot No:130, Mancheswar, Industrial Estate, 
Rasulgarh, Bhubaneswar – 751010, Orissa, India
Mob No: 0943765889
Email:  md@smcindia.com

ParTICIPaTIoN of ProfESSIoNaLS IN INDIaN GEoTEChNICaL SoCIETy
Indian Geotechnical Society has been in the forefront of advancing 
geotechnical engineering practice in the country. It is essential 
that many professional organizations such as soil investigation 
agencies, consultants and designers, contractors, manufacturers of 
various products such as testing equipment, geosynthetics, ground 
improvement contractors, geo-environmental companies involved 
in testing of soils for contaminants, dewatering contractors, etc join 
the Indian Geotechnical Society as associates with the objectives 
of delivering quality geotechnical services in India and abroad. 
The following are the criteria for admission and the membership 
benefits.
1. Experience of at least 5 years in geotechnical services/

products.
2. Willingness and commitment to participate in IGS activities. 

Must participate in IGS activities at least once in three years 
in the form of attendance at IGS seminars / conferences / stalls 
and events.

3. Should have minimum 3 qualified personnel with a minimum 
of 5 years individual relevant experience. Employees or 
owners must have written at least three technical papers in 
conferences.

4. Must not have been black listed by any major government 
body from projects in the past three years. If disqualified, then 
company cannot become a corporate member for 2 years post 
disqualification or maybe cannot contest elections for 2 years.

5. Can become member of the IGS by paying either Rs. 9,000/- 
per year or Rs. 40,000/- for a block of 5 years (to be added) or 
Rs. 75,000/- for a block period of 10 years.

Benefits
1. Concessional rate in sponsorship in IGS activities (10 

percent).
2. Free copy of the journal and Newsletter and access to IGS 

library and website
3. Mentioning of company name and address in IGS Newsletter.
4. Support of the IGS professional forum.
5. Help in identification of potential well trained staff and 

interns.
6. Participation in Professional activities of the Forum and 

Society. Participation in Elections as an Associate member and 
have a say in the decision making.

7. Select papers will be given priority in publication and 
presentation of technical papers in IGS conferences and events. 
(Subject to review and scrutiny by experts).

The details for payment are as follows.
Beneficiary Name : Indian Geotechnical Society,
IFCS Code : IDIB000N044
Account No: S.B. A/c 443208824,
Bank Name : Indian Bank, Nehru Place, New Delhi
Income tax Permanent Account Number is: AAATI0175L
Contact Person:
Mr. Sanjay Arora,
Executive Secretary, IGS
206, Manisha Building, 75-76, Nehru Place,  
New Delhi-19 (India)
Email:admin@igs.org.in

M/s Geo Dynamics, (AM 0036)
49, Atmajyoti Nagar Society, Near Atmajyoti Ashram,
Ellora Park, Vadodara-390023, Gujarat, India
Mob No: 09327226064,
E-mail: ravikiran@geodynamics.net
M/s Strata Geosystems India Pvt. Ltd (AM 0037)
Sabnam House, Plot No. A-15/16, Central Cross Road B
Mumbai-400093, Maharashtra, India
Email : info@strataindia.com
M/s Arun Soil Lab Pvt Ltd (AM0038)
E-11, First Floor, Lekhraj Market-I, Indira Nagar,
Lucknow, Pin:226016, Uttar Pradesh, India
Mob No: 09415025566
M/s Sarathy Geotech & Engineering Services Pvt. Ltd  (AM 0039)
No.671, 6th C Main, 11th Cross, 3rd Phase, J.P. Nagar,  
Bengaluru, Pin:560078, Karnataka, India
Mob No: 09844279055
E-mail: business@sarathygeotech.com
M/s Enviro Geosystems (AM 0040)
3/448, Viram Khand, Gomti Nagar,
Lucknow, Pin:226010, Uttar Pradesh, India
Mob No: 09621660000
E-mail : envirogeosystems@gmail.com
M/s CEG test House and Research Centre Pvt Ltd (AM 0041)
CEG Tower, B-11-G, Malviya Nagar Industrial Area,
Jaipur, Pin:302017, Rajasthan, India
Mob No: 09870139304
E-mail : gtm.bdGeotechnics@cegtesthouse.com
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Prof V Bangareswara Sarma was born in the year1935 in 
Gorsa Village near Pithapuram, East Godavari Dt to Sri 
Voleti Subbarayan Sastry and Smt Venkata Ramanamma. His 
ancestors were Sanskrit Scholars and practitioners of Aurveda. 
He stood first among 192 students of SSLC. He did his 
intermediate at PR College, Kakinada. He passed B.E. (Civil 
Engg) with third rank from Engg. College, Kakinada. In 1956 
he joined as J E in Canal division of Nagajunasagar Project and 
worked for Nekaripalli balancing reservoir and Gudlakamma 
crossing near Tripurantakam, works for which he received wide 
appreciation.

Prof Sarma under the instance of Prof Madhavan, the then 
Principal, AU and Prof Krishnamacharyulu joined in Andhra 
University Engg. College in 1958 as Technical Asst. in Civil 
Engg. Dept. and was promoted to lecturer in 1959. In 1964 
Prof Sarma went to Moscow Institute of Civil Engg. under 
Indo-USSR Technical Teachers Training Programme for his 
Ph. D. in Swelling Soils under the guidance of Prof Nikolaev 
Alexandrowitch, member USSR Academy of Science.Prof. 
Tsytovich was also a member of the same Institute.

After completing his Ph D in 1967 Prof Sarma served the 
Dept. of Civil Engg. in various capacities, Assistant Professor, 
Professor, HOD(1988-91) and Principal (1992-95). He retired 
in 1995. He was instrumental in molding Soil Mechanics 
division and developed it to such an extent that teaching staff of 

O B I T UA R Y

other divisions pursued M E in Soil Mechanics. He encouraged 
our teachers to organize birth centenary celebration of Dr Karl 
Terzaghi, father of Soil Mechanics from 1983. It has now 
become a tradition with leading researchers and practitioners in 
the field of Soil Mechanics delivering lectures/ seminars every 
year.

Prof. Sarma started Indian Geotechnical Society Visakhapatnam 
chapter and encouraged us to publish “GEOTIMES” quarterly 
Technical Bulletin from our local Chapter. IGC1989 was 
organized under his guidance. IGC2020 was organized by Prof 
Satyanarayana Reddy after a lapse of 30 years.

Prof. Sarma has inspired a host of students who have contributed 
to Geotechnical Engineering Education, Research and Practice 
in India and abroad. He taught Soil Mechanics as part of a course 
on Theory of Structures in 1959-60 since there was no separate 
subject of Soil Mechanics then. Amongst the first batch of 
students who took his lectures six of them viz., K V S Apparao, 
M R Madhav, Y V Narasimharao, V S Raju, M S Subramanyam 
went straight away to do their Master’s in Soil Mechanics in 
1960-61, followed by D V S Sarma who did his Master’s in 
1961-62. It speaks volumes of his zeal and inspiration. He 
always cherished the sweet memories of guiding students. 
Prof. Sarma was involved in several projects of Vizag Port and 
Southeastern railways. Vizag Beach Road layout Phase 1 from 
one town to VUDA park and Phase 2 upto Bheemili were his 
pet projects carried out by his students. 

Prof.Sarma is a polyglot knowing several languages. He was 
associated with Russian Language  Dept. of AU from 1969. 
Interestingly post-retirement from Civil Engineering department 
in 1995 he continued his teaching but of Russian language till 
2006.

A man of varied interests Prof Sarma is well versed in 
Philosophy, Sanskrit, Russian Language and Telugu poetry.
He wrote the first book on Soil Mechanics in Telugu titled as 
“మృత్తికా యాంత్రిక శాస్త్రము”. His poetry collection 
included “ధనురాచార్యద్రోణ“ dedicated to his father on 
his 80th Birthday. He presented number of talks and poems 
on wide variety of subjects on AIR Vizag. Most recently the 
book “రష్యన్శకున శాస్త్రము” (Russian Sakunasastram) 
was released on 24th Dec 2019 in “విశాఖ సారస్వత వేదిక 
వజ్రోత్సవ సభలు” (Visakha Saraswata Vedika Diamond 
Jubilee Sabha).

Prof. Sarma is survived by his wife Smt Bharathi Devi, son 
Prof Subrahmanyam and daughter Mrs Mahalakshmi and their 
children.

Rajyalakshmi	Kurapati	and	Madhav	Madhira
(With	Input	from	C	V	Krishna	Rao)

Prof. V.B. Sarma – A Modern Day Rishi
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Local chapters are the vital links between IGS main body and members. Effective functioning of the local chapters makes 
Indian Geotechncal Society very vibrant and improve the quality of professional services and education in the country. The 
local chapters are the media which connect professionals and students and energise the whole system. Towards these objectives 
the following tasks need to be fulfilled by the local chapters.

1. Creation and maintenance of the homepage of the chapter.

2. Maintenance of local chapter directory updated with affiliations

3. Categorization of members (professionals, academia, students etc to help in understanding the interests of specific 
groups)

4. Facilitate creation and handholding of student chapters in organising the activities

5. Give representation to students and young members (two members each) and seek their help in maintenance of homepage, 
conference organization etc. Student members will not have voting members until they complete the graduation and 
become members of IGS

6. Facilitate affiliate members of local chapters to life members of IGS within two years of their joining local chapter as 
affiliate member.

7. Organization of general body meeting, technical programs such as workshops, seminars, expert lectures, field visits, 
use of ISSMGE webinars and other related technical matters, giving certificates to student chapter members in different 
colleges under their jurisdiction, newsletter etc.

8. Submission of activity report for newsletter, accounts information as well as activities information by November 15th 
every year for discussion in chapters meeting during annual conference of IGS.

It is hoped that the local chapters adopt the above to serve geotechnical engineering profession better.

TIPS for Effective Performance of Local Chapters

J o I N   I G S
Joining IGS enables members enjoy the following benefits:
1. Receiving  information on IGS  programs and updates.
2. Life time free access of Indian Geotechnical Journal by Springer.
3. Reduced registration fee for attending national and international conferences.
4. Travel support to attend International conferences (limited number based on number 

of applicants).
5. Travel support for attending conference for young Geotechnical engineers.
6. Membership to ISSMGE with nominal additional payment for a block period of four 

years.
7. Many other benefits such as professional connections, visibility etc.

Just	log	on	to:	

www.igs.org.in

The homepage of the Society has been updated and a new online membership platform has been 
created to facilitate joining of new members.

Now online membership available

Just	log	on	to:
www.igs.org.in



TechFab India was founded in 2003 with the objective of providing world-class geosynthetic products and services to cater to the 
needs of infrastructure and construction sectors. We are now India’s leading manufacturer of geosynthetics in terms of  widest range 
and high quality of our products. Looking to the growing needs of the rapidly expanding infrastructure sector, we are expanding our 
business to serve the needs of geohazard mitigation.  

Landslides, rockfalls, avalanches and other slope failures triggered by extreme rainfall events and developmental activities are 
increasingly becoming a major hazard in mountainous and hilly areas. Measures for controlling slope failures and protecting the lives 
of the people residing in these areas and the large number of tourists and pilgrims travelling to these locations are to be accorded the 
highest priority. Recognizing this critical need, Techfab India has established a state-of-the-art manufacturing facility at Haridwar to 
produce a new line of engineered high performance products made from high quality steel, which have extensive applications in slope 
stabilization and protection.  

Our range of specialty products specifically engineered for the mitigation of geohazards associated with slope failures includes the 
following product lines:  

TECHFAB INDIA INDUSTRIES LTD 
At the Heart of Geohazard Mitigation Activity 

TechFab India’s Highest Quality Products for Rockfall Protection & GeoHazard Mitigation 

TechRhombus High Tensile Rope Net System for Rockfall Protection  
TechRhombus is a very strong, tough and flexible steel rope net system comprising high tensile 
steel wire ropes and steel wire knot (SWK) or high resistance clip (HRC) jointing systems which can 
be used for both active and passive rockfall protection. TechRhombus with Galfan coating has 
exceptional corrosion resistance. For drapery system for rockfall protection, TechRhombus is used 
with a secondary double twisted hexagonal steel wire mesh and anchoring system.  

TechSlope Mesh Flexible Slope Stabilization System 
TechSlope Mesh is a very strong and flexible net made from high tensile steel wires which is used 
as a flexible facing system for stabilizing rock and soil slopes in combination with rock bolts / 
anchors /soil nails. The mesh is connected to anchoring elements using steel bearing plates or 
using a grid beam method. The product with Galfan coating has exceptional corrosion resistance. 
Adjacent TechSlope Mesh panels are connected using special connection clips.TechSlope Mesh 
facing systems have several advantages over conventional rigid facings like shotcrete.  

TechAnchor Self Drilling Anchors  
TechAnchors are high performance self-drilling anchors with high tensile strength, excellent bond 
with soil and rock and exceptional durability, which are available in various sizes and with protective 
coatings like zinc, epoxy etc. The anchors are supplied with all required accessories like drill bits, 
couplers, bearing plate and hex nuts. TechAnchor system is fully compliant to EN 14490. 
TechAnchors are designed to drill without casingin loose soils as well as rock. These have 
extensive applications in slope stabilization, retaining structures, foundations of structures, 
tunnelling and mining. The system can be used for both temporary and permanent applications. 
With TechAnchors, there is no need for cased boreholes and there is increased productivity since 
drilling, insertion and grouting is done in a single operation.  

711/712, Embassy Centre, Nariman Point,  
Mumbai - 400021  
Tel: + 91- 22 - 2287 6224 / 6225   
Fax: + 91- 22 - 2287 6218 
 E: info@techfabindia.com     
W: www.techfabindia.com  

TechFab India Industries Ltd. 

TFI Solutions near approach road adjacent to Bio-diversity park @ TSIIC Cyberabad, Telangana 

For more details of our Rockfall Protection Products & Solutions  
please visit our Website page:  https://www.techfabindia.com/home/applicationscategory/8 
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ARItICLE OF SPECIAL INtERESt
Editorial-Special Issue : Landslides: Forecasting, Assessment and Mitigation 625-626
N.	Satya,,	T.	Oommen	and		S.	Cuomo

An Experimental Study on the Shear Characteristics of typical Colluvial Soil with Gravel and 
the Stability of Slopes in wenzhou, China 627-646
Zhouzhou	Jin,	Fuxue	Sun,	Yunhui	Zhu,	Liu	Yang,	Baojiang	Yu,	Yue	Yan,	Yunguo	Du	and	Gang	Ge

Stability Analysis of a Landslide: A View with Implications of Microstructural Soil Characters 647-660
Fatih	Sunbul,	Bulent	Haner,	Huseyin	Mungan,	Veli	Akarsu,	Ayse	Bengu	Sunbul	Guner	and	Cengiz	Temiz

Prediction of Shallow Rainfall-Induced Landslides using Shear Strength of unsaturated Soil 661-672
Sinnappoo	Ravindran	and	Ivan	Gratchev

Exploring Effect of Mature tree on Suction Distribution in a Natural Slope 673-683
Suriya	Prakash	Ganesan,	Ankit	Garg	and	Junwei	Liu

Forecasting Landslides using Mobility Functions: A Case Study from Idukki District, India 684-693
Minu	Treesa	Abraham,	Neelima	Satyam	and	Biswajeet	Pradhan

Slope Assessment and Suggested Slope Design of the Bekhme Residential Complex in North Iraq 694-704
Azealdeen	S.	Al-Jawadi,	Thanoon	H.	Al-Dabbagh	and	Mohsen	S.	Dawlat

Retrogressive Failure of Reservoir Rim Sandy Slopes Induced by Steady-State Seepage Condition 705-718
Anoopsingh	Chandel,	Mahendra	Singh	and	Vikas	Thakur

Strength of unsaturated Granite Residual Soil of Shantou Coastal Region Considering Effects of  
Seepage	Using	Modified	Direct	Shear	Test	 719-731
Peng	Lin,	Jingjing	Zhang,	He	Huang,	Yanqun	Wang	and	Ankit	Garg

Investigation into the Rockfall Hazard along Lengpui-Aizawl Highway, NH-44A, Mizoram, India 732-745
A.K.	Verma,	Rabindra	Kumar	Sinha,	Sahil	Sardana,	B.	Mamta	Jaswal	and	T.	N.	Singh
Impact of Main Boundary thrust (MBt) on Landslide Susceptibility in Garhwal Himalaya: A Case Study 746-756
Ritu	Raj	Nath,	Nani	Das	and	D.	Neelima	Satyam
Force–Displacement Characteristics of Helical Soil Nail under Monotonic Pullout Loading:  
Experimental and theoretical Study 757-772
Pankaj	Sharma,	Saurabh	Rawat	and	Ashok	Kumar	Gupta
Application of Frequency Ratio and Logistic Regression Model in the Assessment of Landslide 
Susceptibility Mapping for Nilgiris District, tamilnadu, India 773-787
Jesudasan	Jacinth	Jennifer,	Subbarayan	Saravanan	and	Devanantham	Abijith
Prediction of Real-world Slope Movements via Recurrent and Non-recurrent Neural Network  
Algorithms: A Case Study of the tangni Landslide 788-810
Praveen	Kumar,	Priyanka	Sihag,	Abhijeet	Sharma,	Ankush	Pathania,	Ravinder	Singh,	pratik	Chaturvedi,		
Naresh	Mali,	K.V.	Uday	and	Varun	Dutt
Back-Analysis of a Debris Slope through Numerical Methods and Field Observations of Slope Displacements 811-828
Koushik	Pandit,	Mahendra	Singh,	Swati	Sharma,	Har	Amrit	Sngh	Sandhu	and		Jagdish	Prasad	Sahoo
Contribution of Vetiver Root on the Improvement of Slope Stability 829-840
Faria	Fahim	Badhon,	Mohammad	Shariful	Islam	and	Md	Azijul	Islam
Assessment of Landslides Along NH 29 in the Kevüza Area, Kohima, Nagaland 841-860
C.	Nokendangba	Chang,,	Meripeni	Ezung,	Mahili	Apon,	Supongtemjen,	Temsulemba	Walling	and	Glenn	T.	Thong
Hydro-Mechanical Simulations of unsaturated Soil Slope 861-869
Tehseena	Ali,	Rakshanda	Showkat	and	G.	L.	Sivakumar	Babu

tECHNICAL NOtE
A Simple trilingual APP for Determining Near-Surface Soil Moisture 870-875
Kanishk	Kalra,	Vinay	Kumar	Gadi,	Dastan	Alybaev,	Ankit	Garg,	S.	Sreedeep		and	Lingaraj	Sahoo

INDIAN GEOTECHNICAL JOURNAL
Volume 51, Issue 4, August 2021

CONtENtS
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ORIGINAL PAPERS 
Experimental	Acceptance	Procedure	for	Using	Cullet	in	the	Gas	Collection	Layer	of	MSW	Landfill	 877-886
Giampaolo	Cortellazzo,	Eugenio	Bellò,	S.	Busana	and	Marco	Favaretti
An Experimental Investigation for Soil-pile Interaction under Harmonic Load 887-908
M.	K.	Pradhan,	Praveen	Kumar,	V.S.	Phanikanth,	Deepankar	Choudhury	and	K.	Srinivas
Long-term Field Heave Studies on Various Foundation techniques in Expansive Soils 909-923
P.	Hari	Krishna	and	V.	Ramana	Murty
Effect of temperature on Hysteretic Behavior of water Retention Capacity for Clay–Sand Liners 924-934
Ahmed	M.	Al-Mahbashi,	Mosleh	A.	Al-Shamrani,	Muawia	Daffalla	and	Dipanjan	Basu

Pseudostatic Stability Analysis of Rock Slopes using Variational Method 935-951
Sourav	Sarkar	and	Manash	Chakraborty
Local Site Investigation and Ground Response Analysis on Downstream Area of Muara  
Bangkahulu River, Bengkulu City, Indonesia 952-966
Lindung	Zalbuin	Mase,	Refrizon,	Rosiana	and	Putri	Widia	Anggraini
Permeability Alteration of Low Plastic Clay and Poorly Graded Sand using Lime and Fly Ash 967-978
Mohammad	Shariful	Islam,	Tanzila	Islam	and	Nazma	Khatun
Experimental Study on Pipe Sheet Pile wall Berthing Structure 979-991
Kavitha	Perumalsamy	and	Sundaravadivelu	Ranganathan
Restriction of Volume Change and Improvement of Strength Properties of Problematic Soils  
using Nano-natural Additives 992-1010
Aref	M.	Al-Swaidani	and	Ayman	Meziab
Rectification	of	the	Tilt	and	Shift	of	Well	Foundation:	A	Numerical	and	Analytical	Solution	 1011-1025
Ramakrishna	Bag,	Mithun	Mandal	and	Vaibhav	Singhal
Effect of Specimen Preparation technique on the Post-Liquefaction Behaviour of Fine Sand under Cyclic Loading 1026-1037
Arpit	Jain,	Satyendra	Mittal	and	Sanjay	Kumar	Shukla
A Simple Approximate Simulation using Coupled Eulerian–Lagrangian (CEL) Simulation in  
Investigating Effects of Internal Blast in Rock tunnel 1038-1055
Mohammad	Zaid	and	Md.	Rehan	Sadique

StAtE OF tHE ARt/ PRACtICE PAPER 
Methodologies Available for the Determination of Seismic Active thrust Acting on Retaining walls:  
A Critical Review 1056-1068
Surender	Singh	and	Abhishek	Kumar

tECHNICAL NOtES
Evaluation of Sequential Extraction Procedure (SEP) to Validate Binding Mechanisms in Soils and  
Soil-Nano-Calcium Silicate (SNCS) Mixtures 1069-1077
K.	Kotresha,	Syed	Abu	Sayeed	Mohammed,	P.F.	Sanaulla,	Afzal	Ali	Baig	Moghal	and	Arif	Ali	Baig	Moghal
Shear Response of Pervious Concrete Column Improved Ground 1078-1086
R.	S.	V.	Rashma,	R.	Shivashankar	and	B.	R.	Jayalekshmi
the Pile End Mechanism of Jacked Pile in Layered Soils 1087-1098
Yunong	Li,	Chang	Liu	and	Jianchao	Song
Numerical Study on Micropile Stabilized Foundation in Flyash 1099-1106
Irfan	Ahmad	Shah	,	Mohammad	Zaid,	Mohd.	Ahmadullah	Farooqui	and	Kausar	Ali
Modelling of Foundation for a 128 metre High Commercial Building in the Vicinity of River Krishna 
Subjected to Severe wind 1107-1120
Temura	Rahul,	V.	Ramya	Krishna	and	P.	N.	Singh
Strength and Durability Characteristics of Cement and Class F Fly Ash-treated Black Cotton Soil 1121-1133
B.	A.	Chethan	and	A.	U.	Ravi	Shankar

INDIaN GEoTEChNICaL JourNaL
Volume 51, Issue 5, October 2021

CONtENtS



SARAtHy GEOtECH & ENGINEERING SERVICES PVt LtD.
  (An ISO 9001: 2015 &, ISO 45001:2018 certified Company)

Registered & Correspondence Address: # 671, 6th C Main, 11th Cross, 3rd Phase, JP Nagar, 
Bangalore—560078, Ph: +91 80 42850202, Mob: +91 9164000030/9844875438

Email: info@sarathygeotech.com, Website: www.sarathygeotech.com

OFFSHORE-INtEGRAtED SuRVEy  GEOtECHNICAL INVEStIGAtION    

Geotechnical Investigation by rotary 
and/or wireline Drilling in all Types of 
Soil & Rock using TMG multipurpose 
drilling rig (imported from USA, fully 
automated SPT with Energy 
Measurement, SCPT, in situ vane), 
preparation of Engineering reports, 
including Liquefaction Assessment for 
both onland and offshore projects. 
Static Cone Penetration test 
(PCPt with seismic cones- 20
tonnes )

NABL accredited soil & rock testing laboratory
Tests on Geosynthetic Materials
Advanced Tests 
Research & Development Centre

Hydrographic & Geophysical
Survey Geo-Hazard Surveys
Offshore Pipe-lay and Platform 
construction Support
Pile Monitoring Activities
Offshore Geotechnical Investigation

DEEP FOuNDAtION tEStING 

DESKtOP ENGINEERING ANALySIS

Lateral Pile Analysis/ Pile Group Effects 
Mudmat Analysis, 
Jack-up Rig Leg Penetration Analysis 
Finite Element Analysis using PLAXIS 3D 
Pipe-Soil Interaction Studies 
Slope Stability Analysis 
Cavity Mapping 
Design of Foundations, Earthen Dams, 
Embankments  
Design of Deep Excavation with Nails, 
Anchors etc.

SQuID & SHAPE

SQUID – Assess real-time cleanliness 
and competency of the bottom surface of 
the bored pile/drilled shaft foundation.
SHAPE – Visualize shaft radius, volume 
& verticality - 360 degree, 2D & 3D 
profiling 

INDIA | INDONESIA | uAE | SAuDI ARABIA | NIGERIA | VIEtNAM

GEOtECHNICAL LABORAtORy

Dynamic Pile Testing (Pile Monitoring 
Using PDA)
Pile Driveability Analysis (Using GRL 
WEAP Software)
Estimate Pile Capacity (CAPWAP 
Analysis)
Offshore Pile Monitoring
Pile Integrity Test (PIT) 
Cross hole Sonic Logging test with 3D 
tomography

GEOPHySICAL INVEStIGAtION

MASW
Seismic Refraction
Cross-hole & Down-hole 
Electric Resistivity
GPR Survey

-Bored cast in-situ piles
-Driven piles
-Offshore piles

B - L  t

Sarathy Geotech & Engineering Services Pvt Ltd (SGES) was established in the year 2007. We provide Geotechnical 
Consultancy and Engineering Services for the following sectors

Offshore—Oil, Gas & wind | Renewable Energy– Solar & wind | Marine Infrastructure—Port, Jetty and Harbors  | 
On land Infrastructure – water Resource Engineering, Ground Engineering, Dams, Buildings, Bridges, High Speed & Metro rails etc.

We are the authorized technical 
representatives of PILE DYNAMICS, 

Inc. USA (PDI) in India

Exclusive Partners for YJACK, 
Malaysia in India region - World-

wide Patented Technology.
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After the successful payment of the registration fee, please update your transaction 
details on our conference webpage: https://igc2021trichy.nitt.edu/trans.php 

IGC-2021 

 
GEOtECHNICS FOR INFRAStRuCtuRE 

EVELOPMENt AND INNOVAtIVE 
APPLICAtIONS 

 
ABOUT IGS & IGC 2021 
Indian Geotechnical Society (IGS) (Formerly known as the Indian National 
Society of Soil Mechanics and Foundation Engineering) was established in 1948. 
The Society was affiliated to the International Society of Soil Mechanics and 
Foundation Engineering (ISSMGE) in the same year and working towards the 
fulfillment and promotion of its objectives. Indian Geotechnical Conference 
(IGC) is the annual national flagship event of Indian Geotechnical Society (IGS, 
New Delhi). This year, it will be jointly hosted by the IGS Trichy Chapter and 
NIT Trichy. The organizing committee of the conference invites the original 
research and field case study papers from the researchers, academicians, and 
practicing engineers to be presented in the Indian Geotechnical Conference-2021 
(IGC 2021) during 16th – 18th December 2021, at NIT Trichy. 

ABOUT IGC TRICHY CHAPTER 
The Indian Geotechnical Society Trichy chapter was inaugurated on 14th February 
2014 & is one among the 48 active local chapters. The objective of the chapter is 
to provide a common forum for academicians, research workers, designers, 
construction engineers, equipment manufacturers and others interested in 
geotechnical activities. It also works for promoting cooperation among those 
members for the advancement and dissemination of knowledge in Geotechnical 
Engineering and their practical application. The chapter has organized many 
workshops & conferences in a short period which includes 6th Indian Young 
Geotechnical Engineers Conference (6IYGEC), a biennial event of IGS hosted 
during 10th & 11th March 2017. 

REGISTRATION FEES 
 

Delegate type 
Registration 

type 
Author Participant 

Indian 
Delegates 

IGS Member INR 2000 INR 1500 
Non-IGS Member INR 2250 INR 1750 
Ph.D/PG Scholar INR 1500 INR 1000 

International/ 
SAARC 
Delegate 

IGS Member USD 60 USD 40 

Non-IGS Member USD 70 USD 50 

 
Click here for payment: https://igc2021trichy.nitt.edu/trans.php 

 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
   Prof. K. Muthukkumaran,  
  Organizing Chairman – IGC 2021, 
  Department of Civil Engineering, 
  National Institute of Technology, Tiruchirappalli 
  Phone Number: +91-9443651836 
  Email id: igc2021.trichy@gmail.com 
 Website: https://igc2021trichy.nitt.edu/ 
  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
KEYNOTE/SPECIAL SPEAKERS 
 
More than 40 eminent international and national speakers and experts from 
their respective fields in the stream of Geotechnical Engineering have accepted 
our invitation for Keynote and Theme/Special Lectures. 
For	the	complete	list	of	conference	speakers,	please	visit: 
https://igc2021trichy.nitt.edu/lectures.php	
	

 PRE-CONFERENCE WORKSHOP 
  Pre-conference workshop sessions focus on the following topic: 

 “Unsaturated soil” by TC-106- ISSMGE 
 “Geotechnical Engineering Practices- Academia & Industry Perspective”- 

A Panel Discussion 
 

SPONSORS 
Industries, Builders, Contractors, Consultants, Instrument Manufacturers, 
Institutions, and other agencies are invited to generously sponsor the 
event. 

 

Sponsor 
category 

Sponsor 
Amount Privileges 

title 
sponsor 

2,00,000/- 
6 Conference delegates; Exhibition stall; Banner 
in key areas; 10 minutes corporate presentation 

Platinum 1,00,000/- 
4 Conference delegates; Exhibition stall; Banner 
in key areas;5 minutes corporate presentation 

Gold 50,000/- 
3 Conference delegates; Exhibition stall; Banner 
in key areas 

Silver 25,000/- 2 Conference delegates; Banner in key areas 

Bronze 10,000/- 1 Conference delegate; Banner in key areas 

 
MODE OF PAYMENT  
 
1. The payment can be made through SBI i-collect using the following details.                              
https://igc2021trichy.nitt.edu/trans.php 

State of Corporate / Institution : Tamil Nadu  
Type of Corporate / Institution : Educational Institutions  
Educational Institutions Name : IGS TRICHY CHAPTER  
Select Payment Category : IGC2021 – Registration Fee 
  

2.  Account transaction through NEFT mode can also be done using the following 
     account details:  

Account Number  : 33463659916  
Account Name  : IGS TRICHY CHAPTER  
Branch Name  : REC TIRUCHIRAPPALLI  
IFS Code   : SBIN0001617  
MICR Code  : 620002009 

   

Virtual Conference on 3D Platform 
 

16th -18th December, 2021 
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43rd IGS aNNuaL LECTurE 2021
The prestigious

43rd IGS Annual Lecture 2021
will be delivered by Mr. Shahrokh P. Bagli, Technical Advisor,

Strata Geosystems (India) Pvt. Ltd, Mumbai during IGC-2021, Trichy

The topic of his lecture is
“A tryst with Geosynthetics”

mEmBErS’ NEWS

Mr. Kiran, Sr. Manager-Business 
Development of Sarathy Geotech & 

M/S SARAtHy GEOtECH & 
ENGINEERING SERVICES 
PVt. LtD
(AM-0039)Dr. Pijush Samui has been 

selected as a Keynote Speaker 
at MedGU-21.  
(http://www.medgu.org/index.
php?p=speakers). 

Pijush Samui
(LM-3028)

Engineering Services Pvt. Ltd. receiving winner trophy in the category 
‘’Engineering Services and Consultancy” from Smt. Anupriya Patel, 
Hon’ble MoS of Ministry of Commerce and Industry, Govt. of India 
and Mrs. Juuhi Rajput – MD, Arrucus Media Pvt. Ltd.

GEOTECHNICAL EVENTS CALENDAR
ABROAD

2021
November, 18-19

Singapore
3rd Asian Confernece on Physical Modelling 
in Geotechnics (Asiafuge).
For	Details:
Email	:	secretariat@asiafuge-sg.com

December  06-07
Colombo, Sri Lanka

3rd International Conference on Geotechnical 
Engineering.
For	Details:
Webpage:	http://icgecolombo.org/2020/
Email	:	slgssecretariat@gmail.com

2022
February 23-24

Lahore, Pakistan

16th International Conference on 
Geotechnical Engineering (16ICGE).
For	Details:	
Email	:	16icge@net.edu.pk

September 04-08
Imperial College, London

The 11th International Symposium on Field 
Monitoring in Geomechanics.
For	Details:	
Website:	www.field-monitoring.org

2023
February 20-23

Cairo, Egypt
The 4th African Regional Conference 
on Geosynthetics – GeoAfrica 2023  
by the International Geosynthetics Society 
through the Egyptian chapter (IGSE) 

INDIA

2021

December 16-18
NIt-trichy, tiruchirappalli

Indian Geotechnical Conference (IGC-
2021) on GEO-INDIA Geotehchnics for 
Infrastructure Development and Innova-
tive Applications.

For	Details:
Website	:	https://igc2021trichy.nitt.edu/
Email	:	igc2021.trichy@gmail.com

IGC-2022 would be hosted by

IGS-Kochi Chapter
The Venue, Theme, scheduled dates etc. are being worked out and shall be announced soon.

IGC-2022

For	Details:	
Website:	www.geoafrica2023.org
Email	:	info@geoafrica2023.org
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Determines energy transferred 
by SPT Hammers using force 
and velocity measurements

• Measures the energy transferred into an instru 
 mented SPT rod during a standard penetration
 test (SPT) 

• Measures N Value to help improve reliability of
 soil strength estimates in geotechnical applications 

• Employs smart sensor technology, allowing the sensor 
 calibrations and rod cross-sectional area to be 
 automatically read and recorded 

• Multi-touch gesture and screen color scheme
 options for better data view
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